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handling system, material handling conveyors,
industrial screw conveyors, fine cleaners, rice
polisher, material handling system, material handling
conveyor and grain length grader, vibro fine cleaner,
fluidized bed type de-stoner and precision sizer.
These are well acclaimed for their attributes such as
less power consumption, easy installation, and
application specific design. Our machines are widely
demanded in the food processing industry.
Achievements: The company is into providing
Name of the Director: Mr Gagandeep Singh Tuteja
Established
: 2001
Product: Paddy processing machine that includes
recip pre cleaner, vibro cleaner, grain destoner, paddy
de-husker, paddy separator, cleaning machinery, rice
whitener, rice polisher, recip fine cleaner, vibro fine
cleaner, grain grader, drum sieve separator.
Rice processing machine like recip cleaner, grain
destoner, rice polisher and rice length grader.
Material handling systems like bucket elevator, drag
chain conveyors, belt conveyors and screw
conveyors.

integrated solutions to numerous Rice Mills in and
outside India.

Brand handling system like centrifugal separator.
These are widely used for cleaning of wheat, seed,
paddy, rice, pulses, granular plastic iron powder and
copper powder.

We have achieved a large client network all over the
world. Following are the names of Overseas Clients:
M/s Africom Limitada, Mozambique; M/s Krish
Commodities Ltd, Kenya; M/s Om Flour & General
Mills, Nepal; M/s Surya Agro, Nepal; Industrial
Development Corporation, Sri Lanka; M/s
Pathumthani Rice Mill, Thailand; M/s Kinam
Exports, Srilanka.

Paddy parboiling & drying unit like recip pre cleaner.
About Us: Process Engineering Company is one of
the leading manufacturers and exporters qualitative
rice mill machinery such as de-stoners, material

in our company. As per these quality norms, our
quality auditors ensure that the entire production
process and finalized machines, meets international
quality standards.
Our Manufacturing Unit: We have an advanced
manufacturing unit, which helps us to develop our
rice mill machinery with high quality standards. The
manufacturing unit is spread over a large area and has
substantial production capacity. We always strive to
update our unit with modern machines and
equipment, and we hugely invest for this purpose.
Following are some of the machines used in our unit:
Lathe, Molder, Welder, Drilling, Cutting. With the
help of these machines, we are able to manufacture
our rice mill machines in bulk quantity.

Market: We have developed a skilled team of
personnel, who always support us in meeting all our
targets. As an established firm, we can provide our
rice mill machines in various options such as output
and design, according to customer’s specific
demands. All these factors have helped us to achieve
wide client base in the national as well as in
international market.
Recent Developments: We have competent research
and development personnel, who conducts various
researches. This helps us to improve the performance
and quality of our rice mill machines. Their
researches also enable us to check, whether there is
any flaw or defect in the existing range or not. In case
a defect is found, it is swiftly corrected to ensure a
flawless range of rice mill machines. The R & D team
mainly concentrates their researches on design, raw
material, and manufacturing process.
The new development is analyzed with respect to the
present resources of our company. After ensuring its
feasibility and effectiveness in making improvements
in our rice mill machines, they recommend it to the
concerned departments for implementation in the
production process. We also manufacturer material
handling systems that includes material handling
conveyors and industrial screw conveyors.
Quality Assurance: We always make sure that our
rice mill machines have high quality standards. For
this, we stringently follow established quality norms

Customization: As an established firm, we are
engaged in manufacturing highly efficient rice mill
machinery, for food industry usage. We make sure
that the machines provided by us are flawless and
fulfills the industrial needs of clients. For this, we
customize our rice mill machines as per the
specifications provided by customers. We can provide
our machines in various options such as: Capacity,
Design, Speed, Output.
The appropriate customization of our machines has
helped us to improve their efficiency and quality. We
also ensure that, the machines are delivered swiftly to
our customers, at market leading prices.
Brand Value: The parameters, on which our rice mill
machines and material handling systems are quality
tested are Finishing, Efficiency, Raw material,
Design, Strength and durability, Corrosion resistance.

